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Abstract Methods

C.A.P.D. Model

High School Survey

• CV has increased turnout rates by an average of 18% in other nations

• Enforcement mechanisms vary (typically small fines) but apply equally
to all à potential to rectify disparities in turnout among demographic
groups

While compulsory voting (CV) has received attention from American
academics regarding its theoretical or philosophical merits, this study
instead analyzes the concrete barriers to its successful implementation in
today’s American political context. To do so, this project collected public
opinion survey data from Gen-Z Americans and conducted interviews with
political figures involved with pro-voter projects to gauge CV’s political
viability. This study also discusses barriers to CV success within the
American electoral environment where such a mandate may be
disproportionately punitive to marginalized groups for whom there exist
systemic barriers to casting a ballot.

Interview Responses

• The primary barriers to American implementation of CV can be mapped
onto the following acronym-based model. Though presented separately, all
are inextricably interconnected and present a multi-layered challenge.

• Excluded for relevancy: gerrymandering and disenfranchisement of felons,
U.S. territory residents, threat of random votes, 1st Amendment violations

C Confusion and 
Complexity

§ Availability of ballots in many languages
§ Ballot complexity
§ Changes to polling place locations
§ Inconsistent information about polling 

hours of operation, eligibility to vote, etc.

A Accessibility
§ Distance to polls/ transportation
§ Accessibility for disabled voters
§ Wait times

P Political feasibility § Palatability among citizens
§ Bipartisan support among politicians 

D Disenfranchisement 
and Suppression

§ Voter ID requirements
§ Purging of voter rolls
§ Voter registration held in pending status
§ Absentee ballot applications lost or 

rejected
§ Voter intimidation

§ Review of scholarly literature to compile and
categorize barriers to the ballot

§ Survey of 171 middle and high schoolers at
Marlborough, and 37 students at public and
private American colleges, on opinions about
compulsory voting

§ Interviews with political organizers who have
worked with Democratic administrations,
nationwide campaigns, and voter registration
and engagement initiatives (Maya Humes,
Shaniqua McClendon)

• Neither organizer expressed concern about uneducated or uninformed
voters casting ballots; they agreed that Americans understand how they
are affected by policy but cannot always articulate this clearly or do in-
depth research

• Both believe that passing pro-voter policy is potentially feasible but very
difficult unless Republicans perceive it to be in their political interest

• Both voiced support for CV conditioned upon: (a) Election Day being made
a national holiday and nonvoters’ ability to avoid paying fines under
extenuating circumstances (Humes); and seamless implementation of pro-
voter policies to enhance ballot access for all (McClendon)
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College Survey

Existing Data
• 2017 Pew data
is the only
public opinion
survey of U.S.
support for CV
during the past
decade

• Respondents
aged 30-65+
supported CV
at comparable
rates, but 18-
29- year old
respondents
supported CV
over 10% more

• Minimal Gen-Z
surveying
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Support for CV was higher
among high school students
than among young adults from
the Pew study. Nearly all CV
supporters cited heightened
turnout and more democratic
representation as the rationale.
CV opponents emphasized the
threat of random or uninformed
votes, constitutionality, and
individual liberty.

Support for CV was higher
among college students than
among young adults from the
Pew study, but lower than
among high school students
surveyed. College CV
opponents underscored the
right to abstention as protest
and fears of CV becoming
punitive towards marginalized
groups, and de-emphasized the
threat of random or uninformed
votes. Nearly all surveyed have
personal experience voting.

Background Information

Conclusion
CV may have a more promising future in America due to its appeal among
younger citizens, but it is far from reaching mainstream acceptance absent
Republican platform shifts. The passage of comprehensive pro-voter policy
on a national level surrounding the issues highlighted in the CAPD model will
be a necessary pre-requisite to CV implementation, though this policy will
also likely stoke partisan political battles in and of itself.

More public opinion polling among larger, nationally representative groups of
young Americans is needed to validate the conclusions of this study.


